
FYSP110/K2  ADVANCED USE OF AN OSCILLOSCOPE 

 

1 Introduction  

The purpose of this exercise is to get deeper knowledge about the oscilloscope 

functioning and to apply acquired skills in the work. Earlier lab-exercise “Basic use of 

an oscilloscope” must have been done before getting started with this exercise. This 

exercise can be done in pairs, but each of you uses your own oscilloscope! 

Goals 

 Expertise your knowledge of the oscilloscope 

 Learn how to use AUTO and NORMAL trigger modes of the oscilloscope 

 Learn how to select correct setups for various measurement situations 

 Learn the advantage of the double channel function of the oscilloscope and get 

familiar with the functioning of the XY mode. 

Before getting started, the following can be helpful: Young & Freedman: University 

Physics (10
th

 ed.), chapter 24-7: The Cathode-Ray Tube, pages 751 – 754 (this is not in 

later versions). Manual of the oscilloscope (Hameg HM 303-6) used is most useful. 

 

2 About the oscilloscope functioning 

Trigger 

The purpose of the oscilloscope trigger is to adjust the graphs shown on the 

oscilloscope screen so, that possibly separate graphs can coincide. In other words, put 

them in same position. By using the trigger, one can get a more readable and stable 

oscilloscope view. Triggering can be performed in various different ways. In the 

NORMAL mode (NM) the triggering depends on the value of the input potential. 

Double-beam oscilloscope has two inputs. The TRIG.I/II switch is for deciding to 

which of the input channels are in use and followed by. If the second input is needed, 

press the DUAL selector (button). As the input voltage reaches its specific value, 
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triggering happens. This level is called a trigger level and it can be adjusted by using 

LEVEL switch. 

Alternating input voltage can reach the specific trigger level in two ways. It can 

decrease until it reaches the trigger level, or it can increase until the trigger level is 

reached. In the first case, the signal is being triggered from its ascending slope. In the 

latter case, triggering is being done from the descending slope, see figure 1. Selection 

between slopes can be done via SLOPE switch. The +/- marking on the switch that tells, 

if the slope is rising or decreasing. If the signal voltage is not going to reach the trigger 

level, there is no trigger in the normal mode and there will be nothing on the screen. 

There is a led indicator on the oscilloscope that turns on, if trigger level coincides with 

voltage. 

trigger level ->

trigger level ->

 

Figure 1. Pictures on the oscilloscope screen, when different LEVEL and SLOPE 

settings are used. Trigger is set on descending part (top) and ascending part (bottom) of 

the signal. 

 

trigger level ->

trigger level ->
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In the Auto mode (AT), the oscilloscope first scans the whole range of the signal and 

will then scale the limits of the trigger level respect to the value of the signal voltage. 

After this, the trigger happens automatically from the section of the signal you can 

choose with the LEVEL switch. AT mode is useful to use in situations, where the 

signals are simple enough and have frequency over or at least 20 Hz. 

Graph of the signal will be stable, if the trigger level stays the same between trigger 

events. With low frequencies (a few Hz or around), there will be a delay in reaching of 

the trigger level. That leads to the situation, where triggering begins automatically in 

the AT mode before the trigger level is actually reached. 

TRIGGER SOURCE has in addition to the normal inputs 1 and 2 also two other 

positions: EXT(ernal) and LINE. In EXT position the trigger signal must be connected 

to the EXT input.  

 

XY-mode 

The oscilloscope can be used as a xy plotter. In that case, sweep generator is turned off. 

The first signal will deviate the electron beam to horizontal, another to vertical direction. 

XY functioning is commonly used when measuring the phase difference between two 

signals. 

 

 

Figure 2. Principles of the XY mode: the signal of the second channel which is mapped 

on to y-axis is grounded (GD switch is on) and signal from another channel is shown 

parallel to x- axis. In the second picture, situation is reversed. In third picture, both 

signals are shown and they are mapped onto the same picture as a function of time. 
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3  Briefly on components 

Characteristic curve is a graph that represents the current flowing through the 

components and its dependence on voltage.  

Diode is a component that passes the current to flow only in one direction. If the diode 

is biased, there will be no electric current. Even in pass direction, the diode will not 

conduct until the limit called a threshold voltage is reached. After that point, diode is 

comparable with the resistor and it has linear characteristic equation.  

AC circuit ”sees” a resistor in a very similar way than DC circuit does. Resistor affects 

only the amplitude of the current, the phase is not about to change. The coil and the 

capacitor can cause phase difference between current and voltage. This difference is 

about 90 degrees. In the coil, voltage reaches its maximum before current. In the 

capacitor, current leads voltage and there is a phase difference of -90 degrees. Common 

phase difference between coil and capacitor is caused by reactance of these 

components. 

 

4  Measurements 

This work involves the following exercises. Answer sheet is available in the laboratory 

and can be asked from the assistant. You can also find extra instructions from the books 

available in the lab. Reading the oscilloscope manual can be extremely helpful in 

problematic situations.  

NOTICE! This laboratory work is normally being done using the Hameg HM303-6 

scope and these instructions are best comparable with the manual of that oscilloscope. 

In some tasks, digital multimeter / multimeters can be useful. 

 

Tasks: 

Calibration of the oscilloscope using CAL OUTPUT option. Measure the amplitude 

and one period of the pulse from CAL OUTPUT and calculate the frequency of the 

signal. Is there any systematic error a) in the horizontal sweep b) in the vertical 

deflection? If so, how much? 
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1. Trigger modes. Bring the sine wave into the scopes input and use it to test AUTO and 

NORMAL modes. You can generate the signal by using the signal generator or 

transformer (yellow plastic casket, where reads “muuntosähkö”). Use the NORMAL 

mode and adjust trigger by using LEVEL switch so, that picture of the sine wave 

appears on the oscilloscopes screen. Adjust also the voltage range and sweeping 

frequency of the oscilloscope if needed to. Draw a picture of the signal of your 

oscilloscope on the answer sheet. What is the trigger level, and is it on the ascending or 

descending part of the signal? Turn SLOPE switch into the different position and draw 

a picture. Mark the trigger level on that picture too. After you can see the sine wave on 

the scopes screen, adjust the trigger level up to the point, that input signal will never 

reach. What happens and why? Draw a picture of the slope just before it reaches the 

trigger level. 

Next, change the oscilloscope from the NORMAL mode to the AUTO mode without 

changing trigger level. Still check out what happens, if you turn the LEVEL switch over 

its whole range. Try with both positions of the LEVEL switch. 

2. The phase difference of the LRC circuit in XY mode. Determine the phase 

difference in a circuit displayed in figure 3 (same as in “FYSP110/K1, exercise 5”) by 

utilizing the XY mode of the oscilloscope. You will need the following components: C 

= 1 µF, R = 220 Ω and L between 170 - 350 mH, and the signal generator with AC 

voltage and frequency f = 180 Hz. 

 

Figure 3. The setup for determining the phase difference in the LCR circuit 
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In ”FYSP110/K1” phase difference was determined by using the dual channel 

operation mode of the oscilloscope. That mode shows the signals of both channels at 

the same time as a function of time ((x(t) and y(t)). In the XY mode, first signal is 

displayed as a function of the other.  

In the case of the LRC circuit, the picture which forms on the oscilloscope screen is an 

oblique ellipse. It has been explained in the manual of Hameg, how it is possible to 

determine the phase differences, which are not more than 90 degrees. 

 

Figure 4. Some xy plots you might see on the scopes screen. In the picture left 

phase-difference is 45º, in middle 90º and to the right 0º.  

 

Figure 5. Determination of the phase difference using XY mode 

Phase difference can be solved using eq. (2) from the quantities a and b in Figure 5: 

b

a
sin ,       (2) 

or in other words, 

b

a
arcsin .       (3) 
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3. Testing of the diode and charasteristic curve. Let´s illustrate the characteristic curve 

of a Si diode by using the oscilloscope as a XY plotter. Other components you need, are 

4,7 kΩ and 200 Ω resistors and 5 V AC source (signal generator (not Trio) or 

transformer)). Realise the wiring described in Figure 6. The diodes current and voltage 

are being followed by using y and x inputs respectively. Because the oscilloscope is 

used only to track voltage, current measurement is changed to voltage measurement by 

examining the voltage over 220 Ω resistor. Check out both of the inputs for grounding 

with the oscilloscopes GD-setup and after that, determine the threshold voltage of the 

Si-diode, and do not forget error estimation! Characteristic curve will steeply rise from 

the point of the threshold voltage that can be red out from the point where the 

characteristic curve coincides with the x-axis.  

 

Notice! Oscilloscopes input channels x and y have common ground. For the sake of this, 

connections have to be performed just as shown in Figure 6. If x and y channels get a 

different grounding points, measurement would fail. Could you explain why? (If you do 

not know, try to make a measurement so, that x- and y-channels are connected into 

different points. Do you notice anything? If you still do not know the right reason, ask it 

from your instructor). Because of measuring routine used, the polarity of the voltage 

over 200 Ω resistor is wrong. You can correct that by pressing the y channels INV 

button down. 

 

Figure 6. The setup for task 3. Pay attention to the direction of the diode! 

 

5. Handling of the results 

Return the answer sheet to your instructor with all questions answered. Remember also 

to show the error limits when asked! 


